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Executive summary

Algebraic Machine Learning (AML) is a relatively new machine learning technique based on algebraic
representations of data. Unlike statistical learning, AML algorithms are robust regarding the statistical
properties of the data and are parameter-free. The aim of the EU-funded ALMA project is to leverage
AML properties to develop a new generation of interactive, human-centric machine learning systems.
These systems are expected to reduce bias and prevent discrimination, remember what they know when
they are taught something new, facilitate trust and reliability and integrate complex ethical constraints
into human–artificial intelligence systems. Furthermore, they are expected to promote distributed, col-
laborative learning.

This report corresponds to Deliverable D5.2 - Sensor based context and activity recognition methods based
on AML - Revised of the ALMA project. This deliverable covers ...
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Acronyms

ADL Activities of Daily Living.
AML Algebraic Machine Learning.
CNN Convolutional Neural Network.
FC Fully Connected.
FN False Negative.
FP False Positive.
TN True Negative.
TP True Positive.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the Deliverable

This is the second of incrementally getting more complex deliverables about the topic: How to use AML to
perform activity recognition using sensor data. In D5.1 we used raw accelerometer data to make so called
windows and computed on those windows handcrafted features. Since AML can only handle discrete
data, we used a k-means algorithms to make k clusters for the most occuring continouse values.

In this deliverable we use a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to learn a feature representation instead
of using the handcrafted features. After training the CNN end-to-end, we discard the last Fully Connected
(FC)-layer of the CNN and replace it by AML. Since AML only works on discrete data, we again use a
k-means algorithm to discretize the CNN-output.

1.2 Activity Recogintion Szenario

As in D5.1 we use the locomotion classes of the OPPORTUNITY dataset [1]. These are:

• standing

• walking

• sitting

• lying

• null (everything else)

Each participant was wearing 12 accelerometers on his body. The sensor positions are visualized in
Figure 1. Each acceleration sensor measures the acceleration in the three local directions x, y and
z.

Figure 1: The yellow ovals visualize the positions of the accelerometers. The image is from Ricardo
Chavarriaga et al. [2]
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2 Dataset Analysis

Like in D5.1 we are using a windowing-base method to represent the time dependet raw data. Therefore,
the following statistics were computed on our final windowing-based data. Unlike in D5.1, this time we
consider five different Train-Val-Test splits. Recall, the OPPORTUNITY dataset contains six recordings
for each of the four participants, i.e. in total 24 recorded files [1, 3]. Five of these are Activities of Daily
Living (ADL) recordings and one is a drill recording [1, 2, 3].

We name our first four Train-Val-Test splits leave person i out with i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. In these splits we
use all recordings of person i as test set, the ADL-4 sessions as validation set and all remaining sessions
as training set. For better comparison, we also use the Train-Val-Test split from D5.1. There we used
for the training set all recordings of subject one and two, for validation we used all recordings of subject
three and as test set we used all recordings of subject four. As mentioned in D5.1, these kind of splits are
also known as leave-person-out [4] and are much harder too classify then leaving-sessions-out task, as the
model needs to generelise across different persons instead of different recordings of the same person. An
additional well known problem in Activity Recognition is the class inbalance. In Figure 2 we are showing
the class inbalance for leave person 1 out and leave person 3 out. As we can see, the “lying” class is
highle unrepresented and the largest class is always the class stand.

Null (4059)

16.5%

Stand (10575)

43.1%

Walk (5544)

22.6%
Sit (3653)

14.9%
Lie (697)

2.8%%

(a) Training data distribution for
leave person 1 out.
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18.9%
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29.9%
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27.0%

Sit (722)

19.6%
Lie (169)

4.6%

(b) Validation data distribution
for leave person 1 out.
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19.5%
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24.0%

Sit (1845)

17.5%
Lie (275)
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(c) Test data distribution for leave
person 1 out.
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(d) Training data distribution for
leave person 3 out.
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(e) Validation data distribution
for leave person 3 out.
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(f) Test data distribution for leave
person 3 out.

Figure 2: Data distribution for different leave Person out splits. The standing class corresponds to the
cyan area, walking corrsoponds to yellow, sitting corrsoponds to orange, lying down corrsoponds to red,
and the null class corrsoponds to purple.
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(b) Test data distribution after computing the fea-
tures.

3 Data Transformation

Since the current state of AML cannot extract features by itself, in D5.1 we used handcrafted features.
In this deliverable we are using CNNs as feature extractor and train a common ResNet34 [5] end-to-end.
After training this model, we cut the last FC-layer and take the output of the second-last layer as input
for AML. Since movements can usually only be assigned to a particular activity over a more or less long
period of time, we must again consider how to map the time dependence of sensor data into an input
that is appropriate for CNNs. A common application for CNNs are images. So, we thought it might be
reasonable to transform the sensor data into an image-like input. Therefore, we used the sensor directions
x, y and z as RGB-channels. Each column of the image-like input corresponds to a sensor. Since there
are 12 on-body accelerometer sensors, our image-like input has 12 columns. Finally, the rows are missing.
As in D5.1 we are using a window-based approach. This means, we use a bunch of consecutive samples
given by a accelerometer. Since, the sensors recorded with 30Hz, we have 30 samples per second. To
make our results more compareable with others, we used a window-size of 3 seconds. This means, we
take 90 samples. Thus, we use 90 rows in our image-like input. Instead of jumping 90 samples forward
to build the next window, we only jump 25% forward, to make cover the activities in a different starting
and end time. Thus, we move 22 samples forward and build the next frame.

4 Feature Computation using Deep-Learning and preparing the
Data for AML

In this chapter we explain how to train the CNN and how to prepare the CNN output to the AML input.
In addition to this CNN-based approach we also used our hand-crafted feature approach from D5.1 on
all Train-Val-Test splits. We do not again explain how to compute the hand-crafted features, since this
was already explained in D5.1.

4.1 Preparing the Data

As mentioned in D5.1, sometimes the sensors produced NaN values. In D5.1 we skiped discarded windows
having NaN values and we also discarded windows having less than 75% of the same labels. We noticed,
that this actually improves the final results, maybe since the model was less trained on in-between
windows, but since most of the other works [2, 6, 7, 8] have not mentioned this phenomenon, we decided
to just choose the majority class. We also handeled the NaN values this time a bit different. Instead
of discarding the window if there is a NaN value, we first compute the mean value for each sensor and
each axis and if a window contains less than 75% of NaN values we replace each NaN value by this mean
value. As mentioned in [9] this is a common way to impute missing values. If there are more than 75%
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Figure 4

of NaN values we discard the window.

4.2 Training a CNN

As mentioned before, we used a ResNet34 as CNN to extract the features from the input. Except of
the last layer, we haven’t changed anything on the standard ResNet34 architecture. One could think
of choosing a different kernel size in the first layer, or even more changes in the architecture, but our
purpose was not about creating a new CNN architecutre, but rather extracting reasonable features from
the raw data.

After Implementing the dataloader and the training procedure, we also implemented our own Hyperpara-
meter-Search based on an evolutionary algorithm. Since it is an evolutionary algorithm, we call each
iteration of the search a individum. Each individum trains a model for 25 epochs, and validates the
model after each epoch on the validation dataset. This validation produces a loss val loss(i), for each
epoch i. After the 25 epochs we load the best model wrt. val loss(i) and compute the macro F1-score
for this best model on the validation set. This macro F1-score is then used as fitness-value for the
Hyperparameter-Search. The Hyperparameter-Search optimizes 20 Hyperparameters, some of them are:
Batch size, Optimizer, Learning-Rate, Beta-1 and Beta-2 if the chosen optimizer is Adam or AdamW, and
three seed values for different packages. We applied the Hyperparameter-Search on each Train-Val-Test
split. For leave-person 1, 2, and 4 out we got more than 3000 individuals, for the other splits we got
around 1500 individual before we stopped the search.

4.3 From CNN-Features to AML input

To generate the AML input, we used the weights obtained from the 25 epochs of the Hyperparameter-
Search mentioned above. We cut the last FC-layer of ResNet34 [???], then the last layer has 512 outputs,
see Figure 4. Now we input all training, validation and test sample one by one through this network
and safe the output. Thus, for each sample, we now have a Feature vecotr with 512 entries. Since, AML
only works on discrete data, we use the same technique as in D5.1 to discretice the CNN data. This is,
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Figure 5

applying the k-means algorithm on each feature of the training dataset. Thus, we run k-means 512 times
for one Train-Val-Test split, with k = 16 possible clusters. We noticed it can happen that one of the
CNN outputs produces less than 16 different outputs on the training set, but this is not a problem for
our discrtization or AML. After running the k-means algorithm for one feature on the training set, it is
very likely, that the cluster-value representing a set of contious CNN outputs, is still contious. Therefore
we order those cluster-values in increasing order and enumerate them by indexing from 0 to 15. Those
indexed values are of course discrete and can be used as input for AML. The whole process, how to
combine the ResNet34 with AML, can be seen in Figure 5

5 Embedding

Due to our discretization, we know the following: Let Ci be the i-th Cluster, with cluster value v(Ci)
and indexed cluster number n(Ci). Since we order the clusters Ci in increasing order by v(Ci) before
indexing them by n(Ci), we know that:

n(Ci) < n(Cj) ⇐⇒ v(Ci) < v(Cj) (1)

To use this information in the embedding, we define for each feature 30 = 2×(16−1) constants separated
into two sets of 15 constants each, one set for “lower or equal” constants and another set for “greater
than” constants. A total of 512 × 30 = 15, 360 constants are used to describe the input and another 5
constants are used for the output, which represents the activity being performed.

For each sensor s, the 30 constants associated to the sensor are le0,s, le1,s, ..., le14,s and g0,s, g1,s, ..., g14,s.
The formal knowledge we want to express is the notion of intensity, which we will represent as ordered
sets:

lei+1,s ≤ lei,s (2)

lei,s ̸≤ lei+1,s (3)

gi,s ≤ gi+1,s (4)

gi+1,s ̸≤ gi,s, (5)

forming one ascending chain and one descending chain for each sensor. The goal is embedding the dis-
cretized sensor reading which corresponds to an intensity, i.e a numerical value and, therefore, represented
as an ordered set in a discrete system.

© 2021 ALMA | H2020-EIC-FETPROACT-2019 | 952091 10
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5.1 Training relations for data

Each training example can be represented as a vector r(s) corresponding to the s = 0, ..., 512 discretized
sensor readings and one output value k representing the kind of physical activity performed. For each
training example, a term T was created representing the problem input:

T = ⊙s

 le0,s r(s) = 0
ler(s),s ⊙ gr(s)−1,s 0 < r(s) < 15

g14,s r(s) = 15

 (6)

and the training example was embedded with the positive relation

Ok ≤ T (7)

and 4 = 5− 1 negative relations expressing that when some data belongs to a class it does not belong to
any other class,

Ok′ ̸=k ̸≤ T. (8)

The complete theory we have used to embed the human activity problem then consists on how training
data is labelled, Eqs. 7 and Eqs. 8, and the formal knowledge relations Eqs. 2. We used the
AML description language to build these relations easily and to input them into the computation of
the model. See AMLDL 0.1[10] for a description of the language and Appendix for the code of this
embedding.

For each sensor s, the 30 constants associated to the sensor, the constants le0,s, le1,s, ..., le14,s and
g0,s, g1,s, ..., g14,s are related by:

lei+1,s ≤ lei,s lei,s ̸≤ lei+1,s

gi,s ≤ gi+1,s, gi+1,s ̸≤ gi,s

forming one ascending chain and one descending chain for each sensor. The goal is embedding the
discretized sensor reading which corresponds to an intensity, i.e a numerical value and, therefore, an
ordered set.

For the output values, constants O0, O1..., O4 were defined. A total of 5 constants corresponding to the
output labels (one label had no data).

© 2021 ALMA | H2020-EIC-FETPROACT-2019 | 952091 11
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6 Results

Since the number of input parameters was quite large, in order to train a model using the available
hardware, each output class was trained independently and consecutively. As a result, five models
M0,M1,M2,M3,M4 were calculated, one model per each output class o. Each of these models is the
result of training as a binary classifier, i.e. a training to answer “yes” or “no“ to the question “does this
data item belong to the output class o?”. To classify a given data item, i.e. to answer the question “to
which class does this data-item belong?” we followed two different methods yielding comparable results,
the second method improving a little bit over the first.

In a perfectly trained model the number of atom misses for a positive should be exactly 0. However,
for these kind of fuzzy problems with limited data we expect to get models that are far from perfectly
trained. The two classification methods we followed were based on analyzing the profile of atom misses
in a validation dataset.

For an item represented with a term T the number of misses is given by the discriminant discMo
(Oo, T )

of the duple Oo ≤ T in the model Mo:

m(T, o) = |discMo
(Oo, T )|.

The first method consists on calculating, for each output class o, the average of the false positive and
false negative ratios (FPRo(m) + FNRo(m))/2 as a function of a cutoff Λ(o) in the number of misses
m. The misses cutoff is defined as the minimum number of atom misses required to declare a data-item
as not belonging to the output class. In a perfectly trained model the misses cutoff is equal to 1. We
want to calculate a single cutoff value Λ(o) for the output class o, a value that corresponds to value of
m that minimizes FPRo(m)+FNRo(m) (in green in the figure ??). The same analysis is performed for
each class, thereby obtaining a cutoff value Λ(o) for each output class o. The assigned output class can
be calculated with the help of the cutoff:

Λ(o) = argminm (FPRo(m) + FNRo(m))

output(T) = argmino

(
m(T, o)− Λ(o)

|M(o)|

)
where Oo is the constant associated to output class o and |M(o)| is the number of atoms in the model,
see [11] or [12] for definitions.

The second method improves over the first by calculating, for each output class o, a conditional probability
distribution po(+|m) for the probability to belong to the positive class given the observed number of
misses m(T, o). This distribution po(+|m) (in yellow in figure ??) can be calculated from the measured
distribution of misses po(m|+) in the positive class (in blue) and the measured distribution of misses
po(m|−) in the negative classes (in red) in a validation dataset:

po(+|m) =
po(m|+)po(+)

po(m|+)po(+) + po(m|−)po(−)

output(T) = argmaxo po(+|m(T, o)).

where po(+) and po(−) were considered both equal to 1/2, reflecting the fact that we are going to have
no information on the actual distribution of classes in a test set. Other choices would also be justifiable,
such as po(+) = 1/5 and po(−) = 4/5 that assume items are distributed with equal probability on each
output class.

A further advantage of the second method is that a confidence level for the results can be calculated in
a quite straightforward manner.

© 2021 ALMA | H2020-EIC-FETPROACT-2019 | 952091 12
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In D5.1 we used the test set to compute the cutoff values Λ(o), which was, as mentioned before, not the
fairest way to compare results. In this deliverable we have a well-defined validation dataset, which is
used for the CNN training, and also to find the cutoff values Λ(o) after training AML. It is clear from
the size of the cutoffs, that are quite far from 1, that the training data was insufficient to perfectly train
any of the output classes. This, however, does not mean that sufficient separation was not achieved. In
fact, from output classes such as class number 5, perfect separation was achieved (a fact that would very
unlikely change using a proper validation dataset). Also it is worth noticing that the cutoff value was
large compared to 1 but it was not large in relative terms, i.e. when comparing the minimum number of
misses needed with the total number of atoms in the models.

Since, we are working on a multi class dataset we can compute Precision, Recall and F1-Score for each
class. Taking one of the confusion matrices C of Figure ??, we define True Positive (TP), False Positive
(FP), False Negative (FN), True Negative (TN) for a class i as in [13]:

TPi := Ci,i FNi :=

n∑
j=1,j ̸=i

Cj,i

FPi :=

n∑
j=1,j ̸=i

Ci,j TNi :=

n∑
j=1,j ̸=i

n∑
k=1,k ̸=i

Cj,k

(9)

where n is the number of classes. Different to [13], we define Precision, Recall and F1-Score for each class
i and the corresponding averaged metrices as:

Pi :=
TPi

TPi + FPi
P :=

1

n

n∑
i=1

Pi

Ri :=
TPi

TPi + FNi
R :=

1

n

n∑
i=1

Ri

F1i := 2
Pi ·Ri

Pi +Ri
F1 :=

1

n

n∑
i=1

F1i

(10)

Table 3 shows the average Precision, Recall and F1-Score for each approach described before. The AML
methods with suffix (CNN) represent the AML method, trained on the CNN features as explained in
this deliverable. The suffix (HC) means hand-crafted features and describe the feature computation as
desciribed in D5.1. For AML with hand-crafted features, we of course used the same data prepara-
tion (e.g. the impute for missing data) but also the discretization as for AML with the CNN features.
The first method in each block is CNN, it is only used for comparison. As mentioned before, we are
aware of that our model is far away from state of the art. However, we were more interessted in can
AML be as good as a end-to-end trained CNN model. The results of the AML methods using the CNN

Method mean std

CNN 63.6% 6.71
AML CM (CNN) 62.6% 7.39
AML PTP (CNN) 58.0% 10.64
AML TH (CNN) 62.6% 6.53
AML CM (HC) 61.5% 9.76
AML PTP (HC) 63.25% 8.98
AML TH (HC) 69.5% 6.1

Table 2: For each method in Table 3 - except the methods from the last deliverable (D5.1) - we compute
its mean and standard deviation over all splits using the F1-score.
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features (see Table 3) depend on the used AML post-processing method (CM, PTP or TH). To find
the best model over all Train-Val-Test splits, we used the F1-scores of Table 3 for each of the seven
methods (CNN, AML CM (CNN), AML PTP (CNN), AML TH (CNN), AML CM (HC), AML PTP
(HC) and AML TH (HC)) and computed the mean and standard deviation. The results are shown in
Table 2.

Method Split avg. Precision avg. Recall avg. F1-Score

CNN P1 out 70% 77% 70%
AML CM (CNN) P1 out 76% 74% 74%
AML PTP (CNN) P1 out 69% 72% 70%
AML TH (CNN) P1 out 68% 77% 69%
AML CM (HC) P1 out 80% 77% 77%
AML PTP (HC) P1 out 81% 77% 78%
AML TH (HC) P1 out 80% 81% 79%

CNN P2 out 66% 72% 65%
AML CM (CNN) P2 out 70% 73% 67%
AML PTP (CNN) P2 out 67% 75% 70%
AML TH (CNN) P2 out 65% 73% 65%
AML CM (HC) P2 out 73% 50% 51%
AML PTP (HC) P2 out 69% 61% 63%
AML TH (HC) P2 out 67% 74% 69%

CNN P3 out 72% 59% 52%
AML CM (CNN) P3 out 55% 56% 53%
AML PTP (CNN) P3 out 53% 53% 44%
AML TH (CNN) P3 out 52% 57% 50%
AML CM (HC) P3 out 78% 62% 62%
AML PTP (HC) P3 out 78% 56% 56%
AML TH (HC) P3 out 79% 67% 68%

CNN P4 out 77% 68% 70%
AML CM (CNN) P4 out 78% 61% 62%
AML PTP (CNN) P4 out 73% 59% 57%
AML TH (CNN) P4 out 75% 63% 64%
AML CM (HC) P4 out 76% 56% 56%
AML PTP (HC) P4 out 78% 56% 56%
AML TH (HC) P4 out 79% 60% 62%

CNN P4 out D5.1 62% 62% 61%
AML CM (CNN) P4 out D5.1 70% 54% 57%
AML PTP (CNN) P4 out D5.1 56% 50% 49%
AML TH (CNN) P4 out D5.1 75% 63% 65%

AML CM (D5.1) P4 out D5.1 78% 59% 61%
AML PTP (D5.1) P4 out D5.1 58% 65% 51%
AML TH (D5.1) P4 out D5.1 81% 79% 76%

Table 3: For each Train-Val-Test split we consider the results of: ResNet34 (CNN), AML with cumulative
misses distribution (AML CM), AML with non-comulative misses distribution (AML PTP), AML with
misses cutoff (AML TH). Further the last three rows are the results from the last deliverable D5.1. The
suffix (CNN) means the Features for AML were computed by the CNN and the suffix (HC) says the
features were computed as in D5.1 with handcrafted features.
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As mentioned in D5.1, most of the previous work on the OPPORTUNITY dataset are using a leave
session out instead of a leave person out. For example, Cao et al. [7] used ADL-1, ADL-2 and the Drill
run as training and used ADL-3 as test set. They did not use ADL-4, since it contains artifical data
produced by “rotational noises” [7]. Ricardo Chavarriaga et al. [2] used ADL 1, ADL 2, ADL 3 and Drill
of all participants as training-set, and as test set ADL 4 and ADL 5 of all participants. Also Li et al. [6]
and Ordóñez et al. [14] used the leave sessions out approach.

7 Conclusion Future Work

Conclusion As we see in Table 3 in most of the splits AML works better than the end-to-end trained
CNN. However, it highly depends on the chosen post-processing method (CM, PTP or TH). If we average
the F1-scores over the Train-Val-Test splits for each method - as shown in Table 2 the CNN method is
slightly better than AML with CNN features. However, AML TH with handcrafted features is much
better than any of the other methods. This let us conlude, that the CNN features are worse than the
handcrafted features and that we should try a more state of the art model for feature extraction. If we
look at the last three rows in Table 3 one could conlude, that the results of this deliverable D5.2 are worse
than the one from the last deliverable D5.1. However, in D5.1 AML used the test set to compute the
class distribution and the missed atoms. So, the old implementation used information about the test set,
which is not possible in general, this, of course, improves the results. There are several problems making
the comparison with previous work a bit difficult. (1) Different groups are using differnet Train-Val-Test
splits, compare [2, 7, 14]. (2) There was no exact description how to handle NaN-values (sensor errors)
or how to deal with multiple classes within one frame. We tried to be as close as described in Cao et al.
[7], but it would take some more time to implement all the details.

Future Work In D5.3 we want to work with video data. Since cameras also contain sensors (so called
image sensors), this should still fit to the purpose of the next deliverable. Our idea is to use an existing
algorithm to extract persons skeleton data from a video. Then we use those skelton data as input for
AML to classify the actions, performed by the persons in the video. This is an interessting task, since in
many situations the skeleton data are not complete. For example, if one body part is covering another
body part or if a person is too close to the camera, then the person is not fully visible and therefore the
skeleton data cannot be completly extracted. For us it would be interessting to see how AML can handle
those missing data.
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A Appendix Template

We used the following AMLDL 0.1[10] code with a C++ base language binding:

1 /* ALGEBRAIC AI 2021 */

2 void descriptor :: loadExamplesFor_MOTION_SENSORS_DFKI(problemDescriptor * problemData) {

3

4

5 int examples = problemData ->examples;

6 descriptor * D = this;

7

8 #define DFKI_SENSORS_VARIABLE_RANGE 16 /* for 0 to 15 */

9 #define DFKI_SENSORS_ARRAY_SIZE 353

10 #define DFKI_SENSORS_ARRAY_OUTPUT 352

11 #define DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS 352

12 #define DFKI_SENSORS_ARRAY_NUMLINES_TRAIN 13570

13 #define DFKI_SENSORS_ARRAY_NUMLINES_TEST 3112

14 #define DFKI_CLUSTER_ARRAY_FULL_VECTOR_SIZE_TRAIN (DFKI_SENSORS_ARRAY_SIZE *

DFKI_SENSORS_ARRAY_NUMLINES_TRAIN)

15 #define DFKI_CLUSTER_ARRAY_FULL_VECTOR_SIZE_TEST (DFKI_SENSORS_ARRAY_SIZE *

DFKI_SENSORS_ARRAY_NUMLINES_TEST)

16 {

17 int _i = 1;

18 int i = 0;

19 int k = 0;

20 desc * aux = null;

21 desc * auxI = null;

22 int row = 0;

23 unsigned int sensorReading = 0;

24 int outputValueTested = problemData ->data_auxfield_A;

25 int mod = 15;

26 char LEx [10];

27 char Gx[10];

28

29 arrayAllocator * theArrayAllocator = &D->allocator ->arrays;

30 fileWrapper fw = DFKI_loadSensorsFile(not testSet , theArrayAllocator);

31 unsigned int * allfile = (unsigned int*) fw.data;

32

33 if (HEADER("Sensors")) {

34 CV("LE0", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

35 CV("LE1", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

36 CV("LE2", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

37 CV("LE3", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

38 CV("LE4", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

39 CV("LE5", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

40 CV("LE6", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

41 CV("LE7", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

42 CV("LE8", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

43 CV("LE9", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

44 CV("LE10", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

45 CV("LE11", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

46 CV("LE12", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

47 CV("LE13", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

48 CV("LE14", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

49

50 CV("G0", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

51 CV("G1", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

52 CV("G2", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

53 CV("G3", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

54 CV("G4", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

55 CV("G5", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

56 CV("G6", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

57 CV("G7", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

58 CV("G8", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);
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59 CV("G9", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

60 CV("G10", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

61 CV("G11", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

62 CV("G12", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

63 CV("G13", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

64 CV("G14", DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS);

65 }

66

67 if (HEADER("Outputs")) {

68 CV("O", 6);

69 }

70

71 if (HEADER("Inside feature separation")) {

72 REGION = 0;

73 STORE = true;

74

75 EXC(T("LE0", _i), T("LE1", _i));

76 EXC(T("LE1", _i), T("LE2", _i));

77 EXC(T("LE2", _i), T("LE3", _i));

78 EXC(T("LE3", _i), T("LE4", _i));

79 EXC(T("LE4", _i), T("LE5", _i));

80 EXC(T("LE5", _i), T("LE6", _i));

81 EXC(T("LE6", _i), T("LE7", _i));

82 EXC(T("LE7", _i), T("LE8", _i));

83 EXC(T("LE8", _i), T("LE9", _i));

84 EXC(T("LE9", _i), T("LE10", _i));

85 EXC(T("LE10", _i), T("LE11", _i));

86 EXC(T("LE11", _i), T("LE12", _i));

87 EXC(T("LE12", _i), T("LE13", _i));

88 EXC(T("LE13", _i), T("LE14", _i));

89

90 EXC(T("G1", _i), T("G0", _i));

91 EXC(T("G2", _i), T("G1", _i));

92 EXC(T("G3", _i), T("G2", _i));

93 EXC(T("G4", _i), T("G3", _i));

94 EXC(T("G5", _i), T("G4", _i));

95 EXC(T("G6", _i), T("G5", _i));

96 EXC(T("G7", _i), T("G6", _i));

97 EXC(T("G8", _i), T("G7", _i));

98 EXC(T("G9", _i), T("G8", _i));

99 EXC(T("G10", _i), T("G9", _i));

100 EXC(T("G11", _i), T("G10", _i));

101 EXC(T("G12", _i), T("G11", _i));

102 EXC(T("G13", _i), T("G12", _i));

103 EXC(T("G14", _i), T("G13", _i));

104

105 STORE = false;

106 }

107

108

109 if (HEADER("Feature separation")) {

110 REGION = 0;

111 STORE = true;

112

113 for (k = 0; k < DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS; k++) {

114 aux = R("LE0", k);

115 aux = M(aux , R("LE1", k));

116 aux = M(aux , R("LE2", k));

117 aux = M(aux , R("LE3", k));

118 aux = M(aux , R("LE4", k));

119 aux = M(aux , R("LE5", k));

120 aux = M(aux , R("LE6", k));

121 aux = M(aux , R("LE7", k));

122 aux = M(aux , R("LE8", k));
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123 aux = M(aux , R("LE9", k));

124 aux = M(aux , R("LE10", k));

125 aux = M(aux , R("LE11", k));

126 aux = M(aux , R("LE12", k));

127 aux = M(aux , R("LE13", k));

128 aux = M(aux , R("LE14", k));

129

130 aux = M(aux , R("G0", k));

131 aux = M(aux , R("G1", k));

132 aux = M(aux , R("G2", k));

133 aux = M(aux , R("G3", k));

134 aux = M(aux , R("G4", k));

135 aux = M(aux , R("G5", k));

136 aux = M(aux , R("G6", k));

137 aux = M(aux , R("G7", k));

138 aux = M(aux , R("G8", k));

139 aux = M(aux , R("G9", k));

140 aux = M(aux , R("G10", k));

141 aux = M(aux , R("G11", k));

142 aux = M(aux , R("G12", k));

143 aux = M(aux , R("G13", k));

144 aux = M(aux , R("G14", k));

145

146 *D ^ aux;

147

148 EXC(F("LE0", k), aux);

149 EXC(F("LE1", k), aux);

150 EXC(F("LE2", k), aux);

151 EXC(F("LE3", k), aux);

152 EXC(F("LE4", k), aux);

153 EXC(F("LE5", k), aux);

154 EXC(F("LE6", k), aux);

155 EXC(F("LE7", k), aux);

156 EXC(F("LE8", k), aux);

157 EXC(F("LE9", k), aux);

158 EXC(F("LE10", k), aux);

159 EXC(F("LE11", k), aux);

160 EXC(F("LE12", k), aux);

161 EXC(F("LE13", k), aux);

162 EXC(F("LE14", k), aux);

163

164 EXC(F("G0", k), aux);

165 EXC(F("G1", k), aux);

166 EXC(F("G2", k), aux);

167 EXC(F("G3", k), aux);

168 EXC(F("G4", k), aux);

169 EXC(F("G5", k), aux);

170 EXC(F("G6", k), aux);

171 EXC(F("G7", k), aux);

172 EXC(F("G8", k), aux);

173 EXC(F("G9", k), aux);

174 EXC(F("G10", k), aux);

175 EXC(F("G11", k), aux);

176 EXC(F("G12", k), aux);

177 EXC(F("G13", k), aux);

178 EXC(F("G14", k), aux);

179 }

180 STORE = false;

181 }

182

183 {

184 REGION = 0;

185 INC(T("LE1", _i), T("LE0", _i));

186 INC(T("LE2", _i), T("LE1", _i));
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187 INC(T("LE3", _i), T("LE2", _i));

188 INC(T("LE4", _i), T("LE3", _i));

189 INC(T("LE5", _i), T("LE4", _i));

190 INC(T("LE6", _i), T("LE5", _i));

191 INC(T("LE7", _i), T("LE6", _i));

192 INC(T("LE8", _i), T("LE7", _i));

193 INC(T("LE9", _i), T("LE8", _i));

194 INC(T("LE10", _i), T("LE9", _i));

195 INC(T("LE11", _i), T("LE10", _i));

196 INC(T("LE12", _i), T("LE11", _i));

197 INC(T("LE13", _i), T("LE12", _i));

198 INC(T("LE14", _i), T("LE13", _i));

199

200 INC(T("G0", _i), T("G1", _i));

201 INC(T("G1", _i), T("G2", _i));

202 INC(T("G2", _i), T("G3", _i));

203 INC(T("G3", _i), T("G4", _i));

204 INC(T("G4", _i), T("G5", _i));

205 INC(T("G5", _i), T("G6", _i));

206 INC(T("G6", _i), T("G7", _i));

207 INC(T("G7", _i), T("G8", _i));

208 INC(T("G8", _i), T("G9", _i));

209 INC(T("G9", _i), T("G10", _i));

210 INC(T("G10", _i), T("G11", _i));

211 INC(T("G11", _i), T("G12", _i));

212 INC(T("G12", _i), T("G13", _i));

213 INC(T("G13", _i), T("G14", _i));

214 }

215

216

217 for (k = 0; k < examples; ++k) {

218 aux = null;

219 int row = 0;

220

221 row = rand() % DFKI_SENSORS_ARRAY_NUMLINES_TRAIN;

222

223 int label = allfile[row*DFKI_SENSORS_ARRAY_SIZE + DFKI_SENSORS_ARRAY_OUTPUT ];

224

225 for (i = 0; i < DFKI_SENSORS_NUMSENSORS; i++) {

226 sensorReading = allfile[row*DFKI_SENSORS_ARRAY_SIZE + i];

227

228 switch(sensorReading) {

229 case 0:

230 M(aux , F("LE0", i));

231 break;

232

233 case 15:

234 M(aux , F("G14", i));

235 break;

236

237 default:

238 sprintf(LEx , "LE%d\0", sensorReading);

239 sprintf(Gx, "G%d\0", sensorReading - 1);

240

241 M(aux , F(LEx , i));

242 M(aux , F(Gx , i));

243 }

244 }

245

246 EXTERNAL_REFERENCE = row;

247

248 *D ^ aux;

249

250 if (outputValueTested >= 0) {
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251 REGION = 1;

252 if (label == outputValueTested) {

253 INC(F("O", outputValueTested), aux);

254 } else {

255 EXC(F("O", outputValueTested), aux);

256 }

257 } else {

258 REGION = 1;

259 if (label == -outputValueTested) {

260 INC(F("O", -outputValueTested), aux);

261 } else {

262 EXC(F("O", -outputValueTested), aux);

263 }

264

265 REGION = 2;

266 INC(F("O", label), aux);

267 EXC(T(R("O", label)), aux);

268 }

269

270 }

271

272 DFKI_unloadSensorsFileAndClose(theArrayAllocator , &fw);

273 }

274 TARGET_REGION = 1;

275 }
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